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Abstract
Lexical substitution is a task in which participants are given a word in a short context
and asked to provide a list of synonyms
appropriate for that context. This paper describes GermEval 2015: LexSub, the first
shared task for automated lexical substitution on German-language text. We describe
the motivation for this task, the evaluation
methods, and the manually annotated data
set used to train and test the participating
systems. Finally, we present an overview
and discussion of the participating systems’
methodologies, resources, and results.
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Introduction

Word sense disambiguation, or WSD (Agirre and
Edmonds, 2007)—the task of determining which of
a word’s senses is the one intended in a particular
context—has been a core research problem in computational linguistics since the very inception of the
field. Approaches to WSD system evaluation can
be categorized as intrinsic (or in vitro) or extrinsic
(in vivo) (Ide and Véronis, 1998). In the former,
the assessment is performed independently of any
particular natural language processing application.
Rather, evaluators directly compare the automatically produced sense assignments with a manually
annotated gold standard (Palmer et al., 2007). In
extrinsic evaluation, however, systems are scored
according to their contribution to a dedicated NLP
task, such as machine translation (Carpuat and
Wu, 2005a,b; Chan et al., 2007; Carpuat and Wu,
2007) or information retrieval (Clough and Stevenson, 2004; Schütze and Pedersen, 1995; Sanderson,
1994; Zhong and Ng, 2012).
Most published WSD evaluations to date, such
as those in the Senseval and SemEval workshop

series, have been of the intrinsic variety. However, it is widely agreed that extrinsic evaluations
are preferable, since the usual point of computational WSD is to support real-world NLP applications. The idea of using lexical substitution for in
vivo WSD evaluation was proposed as far back as
2002 (McCarthy, 2002) and has led to a number of
English, Italian, and crosslingual evaluation competitions since then (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007;
Toral, 2009; Mihalcea et al., 2010). Until now, however, no one has conducted a rigorous evaluation of
lexical substitution systems on German-language
text. In this paper, we describe and present the
results of GermEval 2015: LexSub, the scientific
community’s first shared task for German-language
lexical substitution.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: §2 reviews the task of lexical substitution
and the methodologies used to evaluate the performance of lexical substitution systems, §3 describes
the data set used to train and test the systems participating in our task, and §4 describes the lexicalsemantic resources made available to the participants and employed by some of the systems and
baselines. In §§5 and 6 we briefly describe these
systems and baselines, respectively, and in §7 we
present and discuss their results on the test data set.
Finally, we wrap things up in §8 with some general
observations.
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Task definition

Lexical substitution is the task of identifying appropriate substitutes for a target word in a given
context. For example, consider the following
two German-language contexts (abridged from
Cholakov et al. (2014)) containing the word Erleichterung:
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(1) In der Legislaturperiode 1998–2002
wurden
einige
Reformen
des
Staatsbürgerschaftsrechts
bezüglich
der Erleichterung von Einwanderung
verabschiedet.
(In the legislative period of 1998–2002 a
few reforms on citizenship law concering
the easing of immigration were passed.)
(2) Vor allem auf dem Lande war die Umstellung aber schwer durchsetzbar und
die Erleichterung groß, als 1802 der
Sonntagsrhythmus und 1805 der vorrevolutionäre Kalender insgesamt wieder
eingeführt wurden.
(The change was particularly difficult to
enforce in the countryside, and there was
great relief when in 1802 the Sunday routine and in 1805 the pre-revolutionary calendar were reintroduced.)
The word Förderung (meaning “facilitation”)
would be an appropriate substitute for Erleichterung (meaning “easing”) in the first context,
whereas the word Freude (meaning “delight”)
would not be. Conversely, Freude would indeed
be a valid substitute for Erleichterung (meaning
“relief”) in the second context, whereas Förderung
would not be.
Lexical substitution is a relatively easy task for
humans, but potentially very challenging for machines because it relies—explicitly or implicitly—
on word sense disambiguation, a longstanding core
problem in computational linguistics. In fact, lexical substitution was originally conceived as a
method for evaluating word sense disambiguation
systems which is independent of any one sense inventory. However, it also has a number of uses in
real-world NLP tasks, such as text summarization,
question answering, paraphrase acquisition, text
categorization, information extraction, text simplification, lexical acquisition, and text watermarking.
Evaluation of automated lexical substitution systems is effected by applying them on a large number of word–context combinations (items or instances) and then comparing the substitutions they
propose to those made by human annotators. There
are various scoring methodologies which have been
used in past lexical substitution tasks. The following list briefly describes the ones employed in our
task; for details of their derivation and precise computation the reader is referred to the cited papers.

Best (McCarthy and Navigli, 2009) allows a system to propose as many substitutes as it wishes
for each item, but considers the first proposed
substitute to be its “best guess”. This methodology uses the following metrics:
Recall (R) scores each item by finding the
average human annotator response frequency of the system’s substitutes and
dividing by the number of system substitutes. The scores for all items are then
summed and divided by the total number
of items in the data set.
Precision (P) is the same as recall, except
that items for which the system declined to propose any substitutes are disregarded.
Mode recall (Mode R) is the number of
times the system’s “best guess” corresponded to the one substitute most commonly chosen by the human annotators,
divided by the number of items with such
a human-annotated substitute.
Mode precision (Mode P) is the same as
mode recall, except that items for which
the system declined to propose any substitutes are disregarded.
Out-of-ten (OOT) (McCarthy and Navigli, 2009)
allows a system to propose up to ten substitutes for each item, though the order of these
is not significant. The following scoring metrics are used:
Recall (R) is the same as the best recall metric, except that the credit for each correct
substitute is not divided by the number
of proposed substitutes.
Precision (P) is the same as the best precision metric, except that the credit for
each correct substitute is not divided by
the number of proposed substitutes.
Mode recall (Mode R) is the number of
times the one substitute most commonly
chosen by the human annotators occurred among the system’s substitutes,
divided by the number of items for which
there was a single most frequent humanannotated substitute.
Mode precision (Mode P) is the same as
mode recall, except that items for which
the system declined to propose any substitutes are disregarded.

Generalized average precision (GAP) (Kishida,
2005) allows a system to propose a ranked
list of substitutes and then assesses the quality
of the entire ranked list. It is believed to be
superior to OOT because of its sensitivity to
the relative position of correct and incorrect
candidates in the ranking.
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TüBa-D/Z (Henrich and Hinrichs, 2013), are all
tied to GermaNet.)
The format of the files in the data set corresponds
to that of lexical substitution tasks in other languages (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007; Toral, 2009).
There are two types of files:
1. XML files containing single-sentence instances enclosed in instance and context
elements. Within each instance, the target
word is enclosed in a head element. Instances
with the same target lemma are grouped together in a lexelt element. The lexelt elements are grouped together in a top-level
corpus element. The entire format is illustrated in Figure 1.

Data set

For our training and test data, we use the Germanlanguage lexical substitution data set produced by
Cholakov et al. (2014). The full data set consists
of 2040 context sentences from the German edition of Wikipedia, each containing one target word.
There are 153 unique target words, equally distributed across parts of speech (nouns, verbs, and
adjectives) and three frequency groups according
to the lemma frequency list of the German WaCky
corpus (Baroni et al., 2009). There are ten context sentences for each noun and adjective target,
and twenty for each verb. Two hundred of the sentences were annotated by four professional human
annotators, and the remainder by one professional
annotator and five additional annotators recruited
via crowdsourcing. About half of this data (26
nouns, 26 verbs, and 26 adjectives in 1040 sentence contexts) forms the training set, which was
made available to participants in full in advance of
the task. The remainder forms the test set, which
(excluding the list of substitutions) was given to
the participants at the beginning of the task.
This German data set is similar in size and scope
to past English and Italian data sets. The SemEval2007 lexical substitution data set consists of 2010
sentences (ten sentences for each of 201 unique
target words) and the EVALITA 2009 data contains 2310 sentences (also with ten sentences per
word). In contrast to the English and Italian data
sets, the Cholakov et al. (2014) data has a greater
emphasis on verbs, and contains no adverbs since
the distinction between adverbs and adjectives is
less pronounced in German.
We have now published the entire data set, including the human-provided substitutions, under
the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike license.1 This is, to our knowledge, the only published data set which makes possible the evaluation
of WSD systems with an arbitrary sense inventory.
(Existing collections of sense-annotated German
text, such as WebCAGe (Henrich et al., 2012) and
1 https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data

2. Delimited gold files which are crossreferenced to the XML files and which contain
the gold-standard substitutions. Each line has
the format
lexelt id :: subs
where
lexelt is the unique identifier for the target lemma, corresponding to the item
attribute of the lexelt element in the
XML file;
id is the unique identifier for the instance,
which matches the id attribute of the
instance element; and
subs is a semicolon-delimited list of lemmatized substitutes. Each substitute is followed by a space and its corresponding
frequency count (indicating the number
of annotators who provided that substitute).
The gold file line corresponding to the instance shown in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2.
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Resources

We made available to all participants a number of
language resources supporting the task of lexical
substitution:
GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997; Henrich
and Hinrichs, 2010) is a lexical-semantic network that relates German-language nouns,
verbs, and adjectives. It is the analogue of
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and ItalWordNet
(Roventini et al., 2000) used in past English

<? xml version ="1.0" encoding =" utf -8" ? >
<! DOCTYPE corpus SYSTEM ' lexsub . dtd ' >
< corpus lang = " de " >
< lexelt item = " Monarch . n " >
< instance id = " Monarch_1 " >
< context >
Dies war die letzte britische Regierung , die ein < head > Monarch </ head >
ohne Mehrheit im Unterhaus ernannte , und scheiterte schon im April 1835.
</ context >
</ instance >
.
.
.
</ lexelt >
.
.
.
</ corpus >

Figure 1: Format of the data set’s XML files
Monarch.n Monarch 1 :: König 3; Herrscher 2; Adliger 1; Staatsoberhaupt 1;

Figure 2: Sample line from a gold file
Resource
WordNet 2.1
WordNet 3.0
ItalWordNet
GermaNet 8.0
GermaNet 9.0
GermaNet 10.0

Senses

Synsets

207 016
206 941
ca. 130 000
111 361
121 810
131 814

117 597
117 659
ca. 80 000
84 584
93 246
101 371

Table 1: Comparison of language resources used
for lexical substitution
and Italian lexical substitution tasks, respectively. All three wordnets group word–sense
pairs (lexical units or senses) expressing the
same concept into structures called synsets.
The standalone version of GermaNet offered
to GermEval 2015: LexSub participants was
GermaNet 10.0, though they also had the
choice of using GermaNet 9.0 as part of UBY
(see below). The baselines described in §6 use
GermaNet 8.0.
Table 1 shows the number of senses and
synsets for the versions of WordNet, ItalWordNet, and GermaNet used in the current and
past lexical substitution tasks.
UBY (Gurevych et al., 2012) is a large-scale
lexical-semantic resource which links information from several expert- and collaboratively constructed resources for English
and German. The linked resources include
GermaNet 9.0, WordNet 3.0, and the English

and German versions of Wikipedia and Wiktionary.
JoBimText (Biemann and Riedl, 2013) is an automatically induced resource for German by
means of distributional semantics. Distributional thesauri, as well as distributional features of words, are provided as a RESTful API
and as a database. These features were demonstrated to be beneficial for lexical substitution
by Szarvas et al. (2013).
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Participating systems

GermEval 2015: LexSub saw participation from
two systems, from Hintz and Biemann (2015) and
Jackov (2015), though as the former is connected
with one of the task organizers, it was entered noncompetitively.
Hintz and Biemann use a supervised delexicalized approach adapted from previous work on
English-language lexical substitution by Szarvas
et al. (2013). They made use of Wiktionary and
GermaNet (via UBY) and the JoBimText distributional thesauri, as well as the online lexical resources Woxikon, Duden, and Leipzig Wortschatz.
They employ a maximum entropy classifier, regarding the task as a binary classification problem on whether any given substitution fits or does
not fit the context. In addition to the semantic
resource features, they make use of frequency, cooccurrence, and embedding features.
Jackov applies a deep semantic and syntactic approach relying on machine translation techniques.

Best

OOT

System

P

R

Mode
P

RandomSense
TopRankedSynonym
WeightedSense

7.40
10.04
7.50

7.40
10.04
7.50

15.13
19.82
13.46

15.13
19.82
13.46

12.53
15.21
20.54

12.53
15.21
20.54

23.45
27.99
35.55

23.45
27.99
35.55

9.54
12.25
14.28

Hintz and Biemanna
Jackov

11.20
6.73

11.10
6.45

24.28
13.36

24.21
12.86

19.49
20.14

19.31
19.32

33.99
33.18

33.89
31.92

15.96
11.26

a

Mode
R

P

R

Mode
P

Mode
R

GAP

System co-authored by one of the task organizers

Table 2: Baseline and system results for the best, OOT, and GAP metrics
Apart from the English WordNet, the author employs a custom-built machine translation system
and a dependency relation knowledge base. The
approach first disambiguates the input text by tentatively mapping the lemmatized German words to
concepts represented by WordNet synsets. Each
parsing hypothesis is scored with reference to a
knowledge base of dependency relations; the synonyms and hypernyms of the target concept in the
highest-scoring parsing hypothesis are taken as the
substitution candidates.
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Baselines

In addition to the dedicated lexical substitution
systems described in the previous section, we implemented three simple baselines, at least two of
which have been used in previous lexical substitution tasks:
RandomSense selects a random sense of the target word from GermaNet and returns its synonyms, followed by its hypernyms, in the
same order as retrieved from the GermaNet
API.
TopRankedSynonyms (McCarthy and Navigli,
2009) builds a list of substitutes in the following order:
1. Synonyms from the first synset of the
target word, ranked according to their
frequency in a large corpus.
2. Synonyms from the hypernyms (verbs
and nouns) or closely related classes (adjectives) from the first synset, ranked according to their frequency in a large corpus.

3. Synonyms from all other synsets of the
target word, ranked according to their
frequency in a large corpus.
4. Synonyms from the hypernyms (verbs
and nouns) or closely related classes (adjectives) of all other synsets of the target word, ranked according to their frequency in a large corpus.
WeightedSense (Toral, 2009) uses multiple
lexical-semantic resources to build the list of
candidates. In our case, we use GermaNet
and Wiktionary to extract all synonyms and
hypernyms of the target word. Synonyms
are given a weight of 3, and hypernyms a
weight of 1. If a substitute is extracted more
than once (i.e., from different synsets or
resources), the weights are summed. The list
is then ordered by descending weight.
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Results

Table 2 shows the baseline and participating systems’ results for the various best, OOT, and GAP
metrics, represented as percentages, on the test set.
For each metric, the score for the best-performing
system or baseline is set in boldface. Unsurprisingly, RandomSense is the worst-performing baseline. TopRankedSynonym performs best among
the baselines by the best methodology and the
WeightedSense baseline performs best according
to both the OOT and the GAP methodologies.
With respect to the participants’ systems, we
observe that Hintz and Biemann’s entry greatly outperforms Jackov’s on the best and GAP metrics.
In fact, the latter fails to beat even the baseline
systems in best, pointing to the lack of an appropriate substitute ranking scheme. However, for OOT,

System

P

R

Mode
P

Mode
R

P

R

Mode
P

Mode
R

GAP

adjectives

RandomSense
TopRankedSynonym
WeightedSense
Hintz and Biemanna
Jackov

7.31
9.63
6.10
14.20
4.58

7.31
9.63
6.10
13.69
4.07

17.18
23.31
11.66
36.02
10.20

17.18
23.31
11.66
35.58
9.20

16.01
16.01
20.73
21.29
16.94

16.01
16.01
20.73
20.53
15.04

35.58
35.58
42.33
42.24
29.93

35.58
35.58
42.33
41.72
26.99

11.87
13.85
15.06
18.86
7.35

nouns

OOT

RandomSense
TopRankedSynonym
WeightedSense
Hintz and Biemanna
Jackov

8.42
12.73
8.80
11.11
10.58

8.42
12.73
8.80
11.11
10.49

14.02
20.73
9.76
21.95
17.90

14.02
20.73
9.76
21.95
17.68

16.79
18.56
24.43
26.38
21.61

16.79
18.56
24.43
26.38
21.44

23.78
26.22
35.37
39.63
31.48

23.78
26.22
35.37
39.63
31.10

12.46
15.96
16.32
19.61
14.62

verbs

Best

RandomSense
TopRankedSynonym
WeightedSense
Hintz and Biemanna
Jackov

6.93
8.89
7.55
9.80
5.75

6.93
8.89
7.55
9.80
5.62

14.67
17.66
16.17
19.76
12.54

14.67
17.66
16.17
19.76
12.28

8.65
13.14
18.50
15.17
20.86

8.65
13.14
18.50
15.17
20.40

17.37
25.15
32.34
27.25
35.47

17.37
25.15
32.34
27.25
34.73

6.92
9.59
12.87
12.69
11.53

a

System co-authored by one of the task organizers

Table 3: Baseline and system results for the best, OOT, and GAP metrics, by part of speech

Best

OOT

System

P

R

Mode
P

Mode
R

P

R

Mode
P

Mode
R

Yuret
Hassan et al.
Giuliano et al.
TopRankedSynonym

12.90
12.77
6.95
9.95

12.90
12.77
6.94
9.95

20.65
20.73
20.33
15.28

20.65
20.73
20.33
15.28

46.15
49.19
69.03
29.70

46.15
49.19
68.90
29.35

61.30
66.26
58.54
40.57

61.30
66.26
58.54
40.57

Table 4: Top-performing baseline and system results for SemEval-2007

Best

OOT

System

P

R

Mode
P

Mode
R

P

R

Mode
P

Mode
R

Basile and Semeraro
WeightedSensea
WeightedSenseb

8.16
10.86
9.71

7.18
9.06
8.19

10.58
13.94
13.16

10.58
13.94
13.16

41.46
23.00
27.52

36.50
19.20
23.23

47.23
26.97
37.24

47.23
26.97
32.39

a
b

CLIPS only
CLIPS and ItalWordNet

Table 5: Top-performing baseline and system results for EVALITA 2009

Jackov’s performance is on par with, and occasionally exceeds, that of Hintz and Biemann. Neither
system was able to beat the WeightedSense baseline for any of the metrics in OOT.
When broken down by part of speech (see
Table 3), we observe that scores of the bestperforming systems are generally higher for adjectives and nouns, but lower for verbs. It has long
been known that verbs are the hardest category of
words to process in traditional WSD (Agirre and
Stevenson, 2007); it seems this holds for lexical
substitution as well. The part-of-speech breakdown
also allows us to see that some systems perform
better, relative to the others, for different word categories. Of particular note is the TopRankedSynonym baseline’s high precision and recall scores
for nouns in the best methodology, and Jackov’s
outstanding performance on verbs across all OOT
metrics. An optimal lexical substitution system
may therefore benefit from adapting its strategy
according to the target’s part of speech.
We also performed an analysis of the relationship between system scores and target word frequency using the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. For each combination of system
and scoring metric we observed only a negligible
negative correlation (−0.188 ≤ r ≤ −0.003). The
correlation between system scores and target word
polysemy was also computed; this was weak at best
(−0.219 ≤ r ≤ −0.039).
7.1 Comparison to SemEval and EVALITA
As previously mentioned, the English SemEval2007 and Italian EVALITA 2009 shared tasks use
similar data sets to our own, as well as some of the
same baselines and evaluation methodologies. It
is therefore interesting to compare the results of
these baselines, and those of their top-performing
systems, to our own.
Table 4 shows the results of the best-performing
SemEval-2007 system for each of the best and
OOT metrics (Yuret, 2007; Hassan et al., 2007;
Giuliano et al., 2007). Also shown there are results for their TopRankedSynonym baseline, which
uses WordNet 2.1. Again, for each column
the best-performing system or baseline is set in
boldface. We observe that the GermaNet-based
TopRankedSynonyms baseline performs slightly
better than its English counterpart for all the best
metrics, but significantly worse for all the OOT
metrics. As in GermEval 2015: LexSub, at least

one participating system was able to beat the
TopRankedSynonym baseline for any given metric. However, the relative improvement over the
baseline was dramatically higher in the Englishlanguage task (29.6% to 132.4% in SemEval as
compared to 10.2% to 37.6% in GermEval).
Table 5 shows a corresponding results table for
the EVALITA 2009 shared task. Here we report
scores for two implementations of the WeightedSense baseline; the first uses only the CLIPS
lexical-semantic resource (Ruimy et al., 2002),
whereas the second, like our own WeightedSense,
uses two resources: CLIPS and ItalWordNet. The
top-performing participating system here was one
submitted by Basile and Semeraro (2009). As in
GermEval, in EVALITA scores for the WeightedSense baseline frequently exceeded those of the participating systems. Interestingly, the circumstances
under which this occurred were quite different: in
GermEval, WeightedSense bested the participating
systems for most of the OOT metrics, whereas in
EVALITA, it was the best metrics in which the
baseline excelled. German systems may be performing worse due to a lack of lexical coverage
in GermaNet, or possibly, as Hintz and Biemann
(2015) speculate, because its graph structure makes
its lexical items harder to discover.
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Concluding remarks

In this paper we have introduced GermEval 2015:
LexSub, the first lexical substitution task using
German text, and presented the results of three
baselines and two participating systems. Due to
the very low number of participating systems compared with previous lexical substitution tasks in
other languages, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions concerning the efficacy of the different
approaches. On the one hand, one of the systems
has shown that techniques proven to work well
for English-language lexical substitution can work
well for German too. But on the other hand, the
second system, taking a completely novel approach,
had comparable performance much of the time, and
the rest of the time seemed to be held back only by
its substitute ranking criteria.
Compared with previous lexical substitution
tasks, our absolute scores in the best metrics were
in about the same range, though relative to the baselines they were much lower than in SemEval and
much higher than in EVALITA. Unlike in the English and Italian tasks, our participants’ systems

had trouble beating the baselines for OOT, suggesting that the problem may be lack of lexical coverage in German language resources, or the systems’
inability to exploit this coverage.
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